
Image simulated and for representational purposes only. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy Z Flip4 Main Screen size is 17.03cm in the full rectangle and 16.64cm accounting for the rounded corners; actual viewable area is 
less due to the rounded corners and camera hole. ^Actual internal storage may vary. #Typical value, tested under third-party laboratory condition. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage 
patterns and other factors. The battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 3700mAh. ##Snapdragon is a trademark/ registered trademark of Qualcomm Technologies Inc. and/or its 
subsidiaries. Colours as per the availability. 
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Rear 12MP  (ultra wide) + 12MP (wide) with Front 10MP

17.03cm Dynamic AMOLED 2X*

8GB RAM with up to 256GB storage^                                            3700mAh#

Snapdragon 8+ Gen 1 (4nm)##
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The ultimate smartphone
for self-expression

Image simulated and for representational purposes only. 13-
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Yours, neutrally.
What‘s trending? You are. The classy pastel shades 
with matte finish, perfectly complement the 
glossy metal frame. 

A compact statement
A pocket-sized statement, that’s small 
but mighty.

 Style and function that fits in your pocket1

Image simulated and for representational purposes only. Galaxy Flip4 is available in Bora Purple, Graphite, Pink Gold, and Blue. Colour availability may vary by country. *Measured diagonally, customisable Cover Screen size of 
Galaxy Z Flip4 is 4.82cm; actual viewable area is less, due to the rounded corners and camera hole. ^^Measured diagonally, Galaxy Z Flip4 Main Screen size is 17.03cm in the full rectangle and 16.64cm accounting for the rounded 
corners; actual viewable area is less, due to the rounded corners and camera hole. ##Hinge guaranteed to last up to 200,000 times of folding and unfolding (as certified by Bureau Veritas)
.

Display your mood*
A customisable 4.82cm Cover Screen, 
doesn’t just offer more ease, information 
and control but also doubles as a canvas, 
that you can change up according to your 
moods, weather, outfits and more.

Durable immersion^^
The 17.03cm Infinity Flex Display offers an 
immersive view and the advanced durability 
of Ultra Thin Glass## stays strong for over 
200,000 folds.



Versatile angles
Stand up, stand down or stand however you want 
but stand out. Break through the clutter of more 
than a million selfies with multi-angle capture, 
capture selfies at angles as versatile as you.

Step back and step it up
Unhand the phone, because you can. A camera that 
offers ease like no other, click or record – Flex** is a 
must, but hands optional. 

Multi-dimensional perspectives2

Image simulated and for representational purposes only. **Flex mode supported at angles between 75° and 115°. Compared to previous Galaxy Z Flip models. 
#Results may vary depending on light conditions or shooting conditions. 

Spontaneous clicks?
Use the rear camera to instantly capture 
fleeting moments or just click with an added 
advantage of real-time preview to get the 
best shot, the first time.

Enough light for a dark night#

Nights get brighter, with Nightography in the 
rear camera. From dusk to dawn and beyond, 
details will stay clear even after dark.
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Hands-free video calling
No need to juggle anymore when co-watching 
content or making video calls, because you can 
free your hands and place the Galaxy Z Flip4 in 
Flex Mode, instead.

Multi-view
The usual single-app view is so passé, make way for 
Multi-View with the Galaxy Z Flip4. Toggle between 
two apps as and when you need with just a simple 
gesture.

Flaunt the Flex2

Image simulated and for representational purposes only. Colours as per the availability. **Flex mode supported at angles between 75° and 115°. Compared to previous Galaxy Z Flip models. #Typical value tested under third-
party laboratory condition. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 3700mAh.
From 0% up to 50% charge in around 30 minutes with 25W Adapter (sold separately). Limited to wireless charge compatible (QI standard) devices only. If battery power is lower than 30% Wireless PowerShare may not function. 
May not work with certain accessories, over other brand devices or some Samsung wearables. May affect call reception or data services, depending on your network environment.

Super-power#

Long-lasting battery to power through the hours and when required, Super Fast Charging or Fast 
Wireless Charging comes to your rescue.

Flaunt the bending screen and experience hands-free video calling with Flex Mode**. 
Unfold your angle of choice and watch the Main Screen transform, complete 
with a touchpad.



Flippin’ tough4

Image simulated and for representational purposes only. *Refers to  IPX8 is based on test conditions for submersion in up to 1.5 meters of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use. Not dust-resistant.
Galaxy Z Flip4 is rated as IPX8. #Corning, Gorilla and Glass Victus are trademarks/ registered trademarks of Corning Inc.

Galaxy Z Flip4 is an IPX8* protected, water-resistant and scratch-defying foldable 
smartphone, with Corning® Gorilla® Glass Victus®+ and Armor Aluminium.

Corning® Gorilla® Glass Victus™+#

The front and rear panels are made to 
resist any and every scratch and scrape.

Armor Aluminium
The phone and its hinge are reinforced with 
our tough Aluminium frame, which acts 
as a suit of armour.
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Take your experience to the next level

Galaxy Watch4

Armour aluminium body

water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

1.18GHz

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

Battery

Processor

Colours

Galaxy Watch4 Classic

Super AMOLED

Stainless steel body

water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

1.18GHz

Images simulated.
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Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).
Samsung travel adapter used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors. Dolby Atmos is a registered mark of the Dolby Laboratories.

Open type

3 level adjustable
Ambient sound

v5.2

6

Open type

2way speaker with 11mm woofer
and 6.5mm tweeter

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

Professional sound with 2-way 
speakers
• 11mm woofer for full bass
• 6.5mm tweeter with low distortion
360 Audio Dolby Atmos

Phantom Silver



Open type

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

Gaming Mode

Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).
Samsung travel adapter used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors.
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Exclusive benefits

Samsung pay: the simple way.

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Defense-grade security

Samsung

Keep getting back from Samsung.

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Images simulated.



Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with
multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Appointment bookingConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

Samsung Care+

We've got you covered

Mobile care plan that protects your smartphone 
beyond the standard warranty  with coverage for all 
accidental damage for up to 2 years.  



representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Follow us
 

Samsung
Members

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat




